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Programming Microsoft LINQ in .NET
Framework 4-Marco Russo 2010-11-23

Dig into LINQ -- and transform the way you
work with data. With LINQ, you can query
data from a variety of sources -- including
databases, objects, and XML files -- directly
from Microsoft Visual Basic or C#. Guided
by data-access experts who've worked in
depth with LINQ and the Microsoft
development teams, you'll learn how .NET
Framework 4 implements LINQ, and how to
exploit it. Clear examples show you how to
deliver your own data-access solutions faster
and with leaner code. Discover how to: Use
LINQ to query databases, object collections,
arrays, XML, Microsoft Excel files, and other
sources Apply LINQ best practices to build
data-enabled .NET applications and services
Manipulate data in a relational database
with ADO.NET Entity Framework or LINQ to
SQL Read, write, and manage XML content
more efficiently with LINQ to XML Extend
LINQ to support additional data sources by
creating custom operators and providers
Examine other implementations, such as
LINQ to SharePoint Use LINQ within the
data, business, and service layers of a
distributed application Get code samples on
the Web
Programming Microsoft Linq in Microsoft
.net Framework 4-Paolo Pialorsi 2017-07-16
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

Learn to use LINQ to simplify the process of
coding and querying in C#. LINQ will guide
you through the process, from conceptual
understanding to practical implementation.
With the help of author Jason Roberts, you
will be streamlining your coding and
querying practices in no time. This updated
and expanded second edition of Book
provides a user-friendly introduction to the
subject, Taking a clear structural
framework, it guides the reader through the
subject's core elements. A flowing writing
style combines with the use of illustrations
and diagrams throughout the text to ensure
the reader understands even the most
complex of concepts. This succinct and
enlightening overview is a required reading
for all those interested in the subject . We
hope you find this book useful in shaping
your future career & Business.
LINQ Programming-Joe Mayo 2008-12-15

Take your LINQ programming skills to the
top tier Resolve data format impedance
mismatch with guidance from a C# expert
and Microsoft MVP. LINQ Programming
details cutting-edge techniques to effectively
assimilate XML, SQL, ADO.NET, and
unstructured data sources. Build powerful
LINQ queries, handle hierarchical and
relational data, use lambdas and expression
trees, and develop multi-threaded
applications. Get proven strategies for
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handling conflicts and exceptions and
creating custom extension methods.
Additionally, you'll learn how to create your
own LINQ provider through a working
example, LINQ to Twitter. Filter, order, and
group code using LINQ to Objects Query
relational and unstructured data with LINQ
to SQL and LINQ to XML Work with
ADO.NET through LINQ to DataSet Deploy
object-oriented programming techniques and
LINQ to Entities Read, manipulate, and
create C#-based XML documents Generate
DBML and external mapping files with
SqlMetal Create custom lambdas,
expressions, providers, and extensions
Support concurrent processing and multithreading using PLINQ Build a custom LINQ
provider for working with any data source
Programming Microsoft Linq-Paolo Pialorsi;
Marco Russo 2008

VB.NET 9.0. The book is very practical,
anchoring each new idea with running code.
Whether you want to use LINQ to query
objects, XML documents, or relational
databases, you will find all the information
you need to get started But LINQ in Action
does not stop at the basic code. This book
also shows you how LINQ can be used for
advanced processing of data, including
coverage of LINQ's extensibility, which
allows querying more data sources than
those supported by default. All code samples
are built on a concrete business case. The
running example, LinqBooks, is a personal
book cataloging system that shows you how
to create LINQ applications with Visual
Studio 2008. Purchase of the print book
comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and
Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available
is all code from the book.
LINQ Unleashed-Paul Kimmel 2008-08-19

LINQ in Action-Steve Eichert 2008-01-31

LLINQ, Language INtegrated Query, is a
new extension to the Visual Basic and C#
programming languages designed to simplify
data queries and database interaction. It
addreses O/R mapping issues by making
query operations like SQL statements part of
the programming language. It also offers
built-in support for querying in-memory
collections like arrays or lists, XML,
DataSets, and relational databases. LINQ in
Action is a fast-paced, comprehensive
tutorial for professional developers. This
book explores what can be done with LINQ,
shows how it works in an application, and
addresses the emerging best practices. It
presents the general purpose query facilities
offered by LINQ in the upcoming C# 3.0 and
VB.NET 9.0 languages. A running example
introduces basic LINQ concepts. You'll then
learn to query unstructured data using LINQ
to XML and relational data with LINQ to
SQL. Finally, you'll see how to extend LINQ
for custom applications. LINQ in Action will
guide you along as you explore this new
world of lambda expressions, query
operators, and expression trees. As well,
you'll explore the new features of C# 3.0,
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

Foreword by Darryl Hogan, Architect
Evangelist, Microsoft Corporation
Microsoft’s highly anticipated LINQ query
technology makes it easy to retrieve any
information programmatically from any data
source, no matter where it comes from or
how it’s stored. Using LINQ, developers can
query objects, relational databases, XML
documents, and ADO.NET datasets--and do it
all directly from C# 3.0, leveraging the
powerful capabilities of LINQ. This is a
definitive guide to getting real-world results
with LINQ, using C# 3.0 and Visual Studio
2008. In LINQ Unleashed, Microsoft MVP
Paul Kimmel covers every facet of LINQ
programming, showing how LINQ can help
you dramatically improve your productivity
and build more reliable, maintainable
applications. Kimmel begins by reviewing
the state-of-the-art C# programming
techniques LINQ uses, including anonymous
types, partial methods, and Lambda
expressions. Next, using realistic examples
and easy-to-adapt sample code, he details
the most powerful new LINQ techniques for
accessing objects, databases, and XML.
You’ll gain a deep and practical
understanding of how LINQ works “under
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the hood”--and learn how to do everything
from selecting data through integrating XML
with other data models. Build efficient LINQ
queries to .NET objects, SQL databases, and
XML content Utilize anonymous types to
reduce design time, coding effort, and
debugging time Automatically generate
.NET state machines with the new yield
return construct Master LINQ query syntax,
operators, extension methods, sorting,
grouping, aggregate and set operations, and
more Make the most of select--and use it in
the business layer of your n-tier applications
Query relational data stored in Microsoft
SQL Server Use nullable types to eliminate
unnecessary database access plumbing code
Use LINQ with ADO.NET 3.0 and Microsoft’s
powerful new Entity Framework Extract
XML data without the hassles or complexity
of XPath Automatically construct XML from
CSV files and other non-XML data Query
Active Directory by extending LINQ
Essential LINQ-Charlie Calvert 2009-03-12

“Charlie and Dinesh bring important skills to
this project that enable them to show how
LINQ works and the practical ways you can
use it in your daily development process.”
From the Foreword by Anders Hejlsberg
LINQ is one of Microsoft’s most exciting,
powerful new development technologies.
Essential LINQ is the first LINQ book
written by leading members of Microsoft’s
LINQ and C# teams. Writing for architects,
developers, and development managers,
these Microsoft insiders share their intimate
understanding of LINQ, revealing new
patterns and best practices for getting the
most out of it. Calvert and Kulkarni begin by
clearly explaining how LINQ resolves the
long-time “impedance mismatch” between
object-oriented code and relational
databases. Next, they show how LINQ
integrates querying into C# as a “first-class
citizen.” Using realistic code examples, they
show how LINQ provides a strongly typed,
IntelliSense-aware technology for working
with data from any source, including SQL
databases, XML files, and generic data
structures. Calvert and Kulkarni carefully
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

explain LINQ’s transformative, composable,
and declarative capabilities. By fully
illuminating these three concepts, the
authors allow developers to discover LINQ’s
full power. In addition to covering core
concepts and hands-on LINQ development in
C# with LINQ to Objects, LINQ to XML,
LINQ to SQL, and LINQ to Entities, they also
present advanced topics and new LINQ
implementations developed by the LINQ
community. This book • Explains the entire
lifecycle of a LINQ project: design,
development, debugging, and much more •
Teaches LINQ from both a practical and
theoretical perspective • Leverages C#
language features that simplify LINQ
development • Offers developers powerful
LINQ query expressions to perform virtually
any data-related task • Teaches how to
query SQL databases for objects and how to
modify those objects • Demonstrates
effective use stored procedures and
database functions with LINQ • Shows how
to add business logic that reflects the
specific requirements of your organization •
Teaches developers to create, query, and
transform XML data with LINQ • Shows how
to transform object, relational, and XML
data between each other • Offers best
patterns and practices for writing robust,
easy-to-maintain LINQ code
Introducing Microsoft LINQ-Paolo Pialorsi 2007

Provides information on using Microsoft
Language Integrated Query for data access.
Pro LINQ in VB8-Joseph Rattz 2010-01-01

LINQ is the project name for a set of
extensions to the .NET Framework that
provide a generic approach to querying data
from different data sources. LINQ made its
debut in Visual Studio 2008, and became a
must–have skill for .NET developers. For
more information about LINQ, you can check
out www.linqdev.com. Starting with code
and ending with code and tailored for the VB
language, Pro LINQ: Language Integrated
Query in VB 2008 is a veritable treasury of
LINQ examples that will save you hours,
even days, of research time. Keeping you
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focused on the relevant LINQ principles,
expert author Joseph Rattz, Jr., and VB
specialist Dennis Hayes provide examples
for complex models that you won't find
anywhere else. In most books, you'll find
plenty of simple examples to demonstrate
how to use a method, but authors rarely
show how to use the more complex
prototypes. Pro LINQ: Language Integrated
Query in VB 2008 is different.
Demonstrating the overwhelming majority of
LINQ operators and protoypes, Joseph Rattz,
Jr., and Dennis Hayes condense their
extensive experience and expertise into a
desk companion that is essential for any
serious .NET professional. Rather than
obscure the relevant LINQ principles in code
examples by focusing on a demonstration
application you have no interest in writing,
this book cuts right to the chase of each
LINQ operator, method, or class. However,
where complexity is necessary to truly
demonstrate an issue, the examples are right
there in the thick of it. For example, code
samples demonstrating how to handle
concurrency conflicts actually create
concurrency conflicts so you can step
through the code and see them unfold. Most
books tell you about the simple stuff, while
few books warn you of the pitfalls. Where
Pro LINQ: Language Integrated Query in VB
2008 returns your investment is in the
hours, and sometimes days, spent by the
authors determining why something may not
work as expected. Sometimes this results in
an innocent–looking paragraph that may
take you a minute to read and understand,
but took days to research and explain. Face
it, most technical books while informative,
are dull. LINQ need not be dull. Written with
a sense of humor, this book will attempt to
entertain you on your journey through the
wonderland of LINQ and VB 2008.
Thinking in LINQ-Sudipta Mukherjee
2014-12-03

LINQ represents a paradigm shift for
developers used to an imperative/object
oriented programming style, because LINQ
draws on functional programming principles.
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

Thinking in LINQ addresses the differences
between these two by providing a set of
succinct recipes arranged in several groups,
including: Basic and extended LINQ
operators Text processing Loop refactoring
Monitoring code health Reactive Extensions
(Rx.NET) Building domain-specific
languages Using the familiar "recipes"
approach, Thinking in LINQ shows you how
to approach building LINQ-based solutions,
how such solutions are different from what
you already know, and why they’re better.
The recipes cover a wide range of real-world
problems, from using LINQ to replace
existing loops, to writing your own Swypelike keyboard entry routines, to finding
duplicate files on your hard drive. The goal
of these recipes is to get you "thinking in
LINQ," so you can use the techniques in your
own code to write more efficient and concise
data-intensive applications.
Programming Microsoft ASP.NET 4-Dino
Esposito 2011-02-15

Completely reengineered for ASP.NET
4—this definitive guide deftly illuminates the
core architecture and programming features
of ASP.NET 4 in a single, pragmatic volume.
Web development expert Dino Esposito
provides essential, architectural-level
guidance, along with the in-depth technical
insights designed to take you—and your
solutions—to the next level. The book covers
Dynamic Data, AJAX, Microsoft Silverlight,
ASP.NET MVC, Web forms, LINQ, and
security strategies—and features extensive
code samples in Microsoft Visual C#(R)
2010.
Oracle Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET-Ying Bai 2021-05-10

Oracle Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET Discover a detailed treatment of
the practical considerations and applications
of Oracle database programming with Visual
Basic 2019 Oracle Database Programming
with Visual Basic.NET: Concepts, Designs,
and Implementations delivers a
comprehensive exploration of the
foundations of Oracle database
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programming using Visual Basic.NET. Using
Visual Basic.NET 2019, Visual Studio.NET
2019, and Oracle 18c XE, the book
introduces the Oracle database development
system, Oracle SQL Developer and Modeler,
and teaches readers how to implement a
sample database solution. The distinguished
author also demonstrates the use of
dotConnect for Oracle to show readers how
to create an effective connection to an
Oracle 18c XE database. The current
versions of the .NET framework, ASP.NET,
and ASP.NET 4.7 are also explored and used
to offer readers the most up to date web
database programming techniques available
today. The book provides practical example
projects and detailed, line-by-line
descriptions throughout to assist readers in
the development of their database
programming skill. Students will also benefit
from the inclusion of: A thorough
introduction to databases, including
definitions, examples, descriptions of keys
and relationships, and some database
components in popular databases, like
Access, SQL, and Oracle An exploration of
ADO.NET, including its architecture and
components, like the DataReader class,
DataSet component, DataTable component,
and the command and parameter classes A
discussion of Language Integrated Query
(LINQ), including its architecture and
components, its relationship to objects,
DataSet, Oracle, and Entities An explanation
of how to access data in ASP.NET and
ASP.NET Web Services with multiple real
project examples. Perfect for college and
university students taking courses related to
database programming and applications,
Oracle Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET will also earn a place in the
libraries of programmers and software
engineers seeking a comprehensive
reference for database coding in Visual
Basic.NET.
Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2012Andrew Brust 2012-07-15

Your essential guide to key programming
features in Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Take
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

your database programming skills to a new
level—and build customized applications
using the developer tools introduced with
SQL Server 2012. This hands-on reference
shows you how to design, test, and deploy
SQL Server databases through tutorials,
practical examples, and code samples. If
you’re an experienced SQL Server
developer, this book is a must-read for
learning how to design and build effective
SQL Server 2012 applications. Discover how
to: Build and deploy databases using the
SQL Server Data Tools IDE Query and
manipulate complex data with powerful
Transact-SQL enhancements Integrate nonrelational features, including native file
streaming and geospatial data types
Consume data with Microsoft ADO.NET,
LINQ, and Entity Framework Deliver data
using Windows Communication Foundation
(WCF) Data Services and WCF RIA Services
Move your database to the cloud with
Windows Azure SQL Database Develop
Windows Phone cloud applications using
SQL Data Sync Use SQL Server BI
components, including xVelocity in-memory
technologies
Programming ASP.NET-Jesse Liberty 2005-10-26

O'Reilly has once again updated its
bestselling tutorial on ASP.NET, the world's
leading web development tool from
Microsoft. In Programming ASP.NET, Third
Edition, authors Jesse Liberty and Dan
Hurwitz give you the lowdown on the
technology's latest version, ASP.NET 2.0, as
well as Visual Studio 2005. Among the most
significant improvements to ASP.NET 2.0
are new server controls and services that
make you dramatically more productive. In
fact, when compared to its predecessor,
ASP.NET 2.0 reduces the amount of code
you have to write by about 75%. Creating
interactive web applications has never been
easier-but that still doesn't mean it's hasslefree! The difficulty in ASP.NET 2.0 is that it's
so complete and flexible that there are many
pieces that must be woven together to build
a robust, scalable, and efficient application.
Fortunately, Programming ASP.NET, Third
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Edition is on the case, dispensing all the
information you need to be effective with
this dynamic tool. For starters, the book
features a comprehensive tutorial on Web
Forms, the user interface that gives web
applications their look and feel. It then offers
detailed explanations of all new controls,
including web server controls, HTML
controls, and custom controls. Used
properly, these controls are able to take care
of nearly all the foundation work-security,
data access, layout, etc.-that you would
normally have to write yourself. Free of
these burdensome tasks, you can instead
focus on your specific application. Other new
material found in this updated edition even
shows you how to create ASP.NET 2.0 pages
for mobile devices. With Programming
ASP.NET, Third Edition at your side, there's
virtually no end to the programming
possibilities.
Fundamentals of Computer Programming with
C#-Svetlin Nakov 2013-09-01

The free book "Fundamentals of Computer
Programming with C#" is a comprehensive
computer programming tutorial that teaches
programming, logical thinking, data
structures and algorithms, problem solving
and high quality code with lots of examples
in C#. It starts with the first steps in
programming and software development like
variables, data types, conditional statements,
loops and arrays and continues with other
basic topics like methods, numeral systems,
strings and string processing, exceptions,
classes and objects. After the basics this
fundamental programming book enters into
more advanced programming topics like
recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hashtables and graphs), high-quality code, unit
testing and refactoring, object-oriented
principles (inheritance, abstraction,
encapsulation and polymorphism) and their
implementation the C# language. It also
covers fundamental topics that each good
developer should know like algorithm
design, complexity of algorithms and
problem solving. The book uses C# language
and Visual Studio to illustrate the
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

programming concepts and explains some
C# / .NET specific technologies like lambda
expressions, extension methods and LINQ.
The book is written by a team of developers
lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years
practical software development experience.
It teaches the major programming concepts
and way of thinking needed to become a
good software engineer and the C#
language in the meantime. It is a great start
for anyone who wants to become a skillful
software engineer. The books does not teach
technologies like databases, mobile and web
development, but shows the true way to
master the basics of programming
regardless of the languages, technologies
and tools. It is good for beginners and
intermediate developers who want to put a
solid base for a successful career in the
software engineering industry. The book is
accompanied by free video lessons,
presentation slides and mind maps, as well
as hundreds of exercises and live examples.
Download the free C# programming book,
videos, presentations and other resources
from http://introprogramming.info. Title:
Fundamentals of Computer Programming
with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming
Book) ISBN: 9789544007737 ISBN-13:
978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737)
ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3 (9544007733)
Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132
Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013
Publisher: Faber Publishing, Bulgaria Web
site: http://www.introprogramming.info
License: CC-Attribution-Share-Alike Tags:
free, programming, book, computer
programming, programming fundamentals,
ebook, book programming, C#, CSharp, C#
book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming
concepts, programming fundamentals,
compiler, Visual Studio, .NET, .NET
Framework, data types, variables,
expressions, statements, console, conditional
statements, control-flow logic, loops, arrays,
numeral systems, methods, strings, text
processing, StringBuilder, exceptions,
exception handling, stack trace, streams,
files, text files, linear data structures, list,
linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree,
graph, depth-first search, DFS, breadth-first
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search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables,
associative arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting
algorithm, searching algorithms, recursion,
combinatorial algorithms, algorithm
complexity, OOP, object-oriented
programming, classes, objects, constructors,
fields, properties, static members,
abstraction, interfaces, encapsulation,
inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism,
cohesion, coupling, enumerations, generics,
namespaces, UML, design patterns,
extension methods, anonymous types,
lambda expressions, LINQ, code quality,
high-quality code, high-quality classes, highquality methods, code formatting, selfdocumenting code, code refactoring,
problem solving, problem solving
methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
Microsoft ADO.NET 4 Step by Step-Tim Patrick
2010-10-25

Teach yourself the fundamentals of
ADO.NET 4 -- one step at a time. With this
practical, learn-by-doing tutorial, you get the
clear guidance and hands-on examples you
need to start creating datacentric
applications for Windows and the Web.
Discover how to: Connect to external data
sources, including databases and other data
formats Use ADO.NET Entity Framework to
interact with underlying data stores Build
Entity Framework models with graphical
design tools in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
Analyze information stored in ADO.NET with
various LINQ providers Bind data directly to
Windows Forms and Web Forms to drive
information to users Manage disconnected
or standalone data and information Go
beyond the core functionality of ADO.NET to
manipulate data in more advanced ways
Your step by step digital content includes:
Practice exercises Fully searchable online
edition of this book -- with unlimited access
on the Web
Pro LINQ-Joseph Rattz 2010-12-28

LINQ is the part of the .NET Framework that
provides a generic approach to querying
data from different data sources. It has
quickly become the next must-have skill for
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

.NET developers. Pro LINQ: Language
Integrated Query in C# 2010 is all about
code. Literally, this book starts with code
and ends with code. Most books show the
simplest examples of how to use a method,
but they so rarely show how to use the more
complex prototypes. This book is different.
Demonstrating the overwhelming majority of
LINQ operators and prototypes, it is a
veritable treasury of LINQ examples. Rather
than obscure the relevant LINQ principles in
code examples by focusing on a
demonstration application you have no
interest in writing, this book cuts right to the
chase of each LINQ operator, method, or
class. However, where complexity is
necessary to truly demonstrate an issue, the
examples are right there in the thick of it.
For example, code samples demonstrating
how to handle concurrency conflicts actually
create concurrency conflicts so you can step
through the code and see them unfold. Face
it, most technical books, while informative,
are dull. LINQ need not be dull. Written with
a sense of humor, this book will attempt to
entertain you on your journey through the
wonderland of LINQ and C# 2010.
Programming Reactive Extensions and LINQJesse Liberty 2012-02-01

Pro Reactive Extensions and LINQ is a deep
dive into the next important technology for
.NET developers: Reactive Extensions. This
in-depth tutorial goes beyond what is
available anywhere else to teach how to
write WPF, Silverlight, and Windows Phone
applications using the Reactive Extensions
(Rx) to handle events and asynchronous
method calls. Reactive programming allows
you to turn those aspects of your code that
are currently imperative into something
much more event-driven and flexible. For
this reason, it’s sometimes referred to as
LINQ for Events. Reactive programming
hinges on the concept of the observable
collection, as opposed to the simple
enumerable collection with which we’re all
familiar. For example, to extract data from a
collection and add it to a list box, you would
traditionally iterate through the list box,
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extracting each object in turn. This approach
works fine, but it requires significant
knowledge about the data you’re working
with, which can be limiting. In Rx
programming, you're instead informed about
each object in turn and then free to react to
each notification however you like, which
affords much greater flexibility. This book
shows you how reactive programming can be
applied to a range of situations—from WPF
applications to Windows Phone apps—to
improve coding efficiency and boost
performance.
LINQ For Dummies-John Paul Mueller
2009-02-25

If you’ve asked yourself “Why can’t I develop
database and XML queries in a language I
already know?”, then Language INtegrated
Query, or LINQ, is for you. LINQ For
Dummies introduces you to LINQ and the
.NET Framework technologies, so you can
use LINQ to query any object, any data set,
any kind of XML, and SQL Server—no
questions asked. This plain-English guide
gives you a thorough overview of LINQ, from
understanding the tasks it performs to
making LINQ work with both Visual Basic
and Visual Studio 2005. It explains the four
LINQ providers in the .NET Framework, the
easiest ways to go about accessing data, and
how to write more efficient applications with
less code using LINQ. There’s also clear
guidance on combining third-party providers
with LINQ to create even more powerful
apps. With this single, comprehensive guide,
you’ll discover how to: Use one query
language with all Microsoft languages
Examine .NET language extensions and
work with extension methods, partial
methods, lambda expressions, and query
expressions LINQ to DataSet operators, SQL
server operations, XML API, or Active
Directory Deal with databases — download
and install the Northwind database,
generate Northwind entity classes, and
create the Northwind XML mapping file
Create the partial class example, the partial
method example, and the database
modification example Use objects with LINQ
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

Query databases in Visual Basic and C# As
an added bonus, you can visit the companion
Web site for LINQ examples in C# and
Visual Basic. With LINQ For Dummies, you’ll
link up with LINQ in no time and see how
you can query almost anything! Note: CDROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook
file.
Accessing Data with Microsoft® . Net
Framework 4-Glenn Johnson 2011

Ace preparation for the skills measured by
MCTS Exam 70-516--and on the job--with
this official Microsoft study guide. Users
work at their own pace through a series of
lessons and reviews that fully cover each
exam objective. Then, they reinforce and
apply what they've learned through realworld case scenarios and practice exercises.
Includes CD.
Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework Step
by Step-John Paul Mueller 2013-08-15

Your hands-on guide to Entity Framework
fundamentals Expand your expertise—and
teach yourself the fundamentals of the
Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework 5. If
you have previous programming experience
but are new to the Entity Framework, this
tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance
and coding exercises you need to master
core topics and techniques. Discover how to:
Access data in a managed way—using
minimal code Apply three workflows
supported by the Entity Framework Perform
essential tasks with full automation in place
Manipulate data with both LINQ and Entity
SQL Create examples that rely on TableValued Functions Determine the remedies
for Entity-specific exceptions Explore the
use of optimistic and pessimistic
concurrency Define mappings between your
applications and data sources
LINQ to Objects Using C# 4.0-Troy Magennis
2010-03-02

Your Complete Example-Rich Guide to Using
and Extending LINQ to Objects and PLINQ
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Using LINQ to Objects, .NET developers can
write queries over object collections with the
same deep functionality that was once
available only with SQL and relational
databases. Now, for the first time,
developers have a comprehensive and
authoritative guide to applying LINQ to
Objects in real-world software. Microsoft
MVP Troy Magennis introduces state-of-theart techniques for working with in-memory
collections more elegantly and
efficiently—and writing code that is
exceptionally powerful, robust, and flexible.
Drawing on his unsurpassed experience
coding software using LINQ and hosting the
popular HookedOnLINQ.com site, Magennis
presents timely, realistic solutions to a wide
spectrum of development challenges, such
as combining data from multiple sources,
and achieving optimal performance with
extremely large sets of data. You’ll begin
with brief quick-starts that walk you through
LINQ to Objects’ key features and query
syntax. Next, you’ll drill down to detailed
techniques for applying and extending these
features with C# 4.0 and C# 3.0—including
code examples that reflect the realities of
production development. Coverage includes
Writing basic LINQ queries with C#:
filtering, projecting, and sorting data from
in-memory collections Mastering advanced
techniques for grouping and joining data and
understanding the performance implications
of each technique Taking full advantage of
LINQ’s standard query operators Creating
custom query operators that follow best
practices for coding patterns and error
handling Writing more fluent, readable LINQ
queries with C# 4.0’s language
enhancements, including the new dynamic
features Combining LINQ with COM-Interop
to access data sources such as Microsoft
Excel Using Parallel LINQ to Objects
(PLINQ) to optimize queries for multi-core
processors, and how to build custom parallel
query operators Integrating the best LINQ to
Objects patterns into your day-to-day coding
Programming Entity Framework-Julia Lerman
2010-08-09

programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

Get a thorough introduction to ADO.NET
Entity Framework 4 -- Microsoft's core
framework for modeling and interacting with
data in .NET applications. The second
edition of this acclaimed guide provides a
hands-on tour of the framework latest
version in Visual Studio 2010 and .NET
Framework 4. Not only will you learn how to
use EF4 in a variety of applications, you'll
also gain a deep understanding of its
architecture and APIs. Written by Julia
Lerman, the leading independent authority
on the framework, Programming Entity
Framework covers it all -- from the Entity
Data Model and Object Services to WCF
Services, MVC Apps, and unit testing. This
book highlights important changes for
experienced developers familiar with the
earlier version. Understand the core
concepts you need to make the best use of
the EF4 in your applications Learn to query
your data, using either LINQ to Entities or
Entity SQL Create Windows Forms, WPF,
ASP.NET Web Forms, and ASP.NET MVC
applications Build and consume WCF
Services, WCF Data Services, and WCF RIA
Services Use Object Services to work
directly with your entity objects Create
persistent ignorant entities, repositories, and
write unit tests Delve into model
customization, relationship management,
change tracking, data concurrency, and
more Get scores of reusable examples -written in C# (with notes on Visual Basic
syntax) -- that you can implement right away
Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2008Andrew Brust 2008-10-29

Extend your programming skills with a
comprehensive study of the key features of
SQL Server 2008. Delve into the new core
capabilities, get practical guidance from
expert developers, and put their code
samples to work. This is a must-read for
Microsoft .NET and SQL Server developers
who work with data access—at the database,
business logic, or presentation levels.
Discover how to: Query complex data with
powerful Transact-SQL enhancements Use
new, non-relational features: hierarchical
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tables, native file streaming, and geospatial
capabilities Exploit XML inside the database
to design XML-aware applications Consume
and deliver your data using Microsoft LINQ,
Entity Framework, and data binding
Implement database-level encryption and
server auditing Build and maintain data
warehouses Use Microsoft Excel to build
front ends for OLAP cubes, and MDX to
query them Integrate data mining into
applications quickly and effectively. Get code
samples on the Web.
Programming Microsoft ASP.NET MVC-Dino
Esposito 2011-10-15

Fully updated for ASP.NET MVC 3. Delve
into the features, principles, and pillars of
the ASP.NET MVC framework—deftly guided
by web development luminary Dino Esposito.
ASP.NET MVC forces developers to think in
terms of distinct components—Model, View,
Controller—that make it easier to manage
application complexity, while allowing strict
control over the markup. Plunge into the
framework’s internal mechanics and gain
perspectives on how to use this
programming model versus Web Forms, and
begin building your own MVC-based
applications quickly.
Professional ASP.NET 3.5-Bill Evjen
2011-01-11

In this book, you’ll be introduced to the
features and capabilities of ASP.NET 3.5, as
well as the foundation that ASP.NET
provides. Updated for the latest release of
Visual Studio, this new edition adds five
hundred pages of great new content
compared to the original 2.0 version of the
book. Including both printed and
downloadable VB and C# code examples,
this edition focuses even more on
experienced programmers and advanced
web development. New coverage includes
new chapters on IIS 7 development, LINQ,
ASP.NET, Silverlight, and many others.
Sams Teach Yourself Visual C# 2010 in 24
Hours-Scott J. Dorman 2010-07-08

programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

C# has quickly established itself as one of
the world's most widely used programming
languages. The newest version, Visual C#
2010, includes several important new
features, including Silverlight, the Entity
Framework, tighter integration with version
4.0 of the .NET Framework, and full support
for programming Windows 7 and Office. The
proven Sams Teach Yourself method will
help all newcomers to C# 2010 get up to
speed quickly, no matter whether you've had
experience with previous versions of Visual
C# or not. You are taken step by step
through the process of software
development, learning elements as you build
a sample application so that the material is
framed in a real world approach. The
accompanying DVD contains Visual C# 2010
Express Edition, and the companion Web
site contains all the code and exercises from
the book. Step-by-step instructions carefully
walk you through the most common tasks Q
& As, quizzes, and exercises at the end of
each chapter help you test your knowledge
Notes and tips point out shortcuts and
solutions The companion DVD contains
Visual C# 2010 Express Edition - everything
you need to get started programming in C#
Programming Microsoft ASP.NET 2.0 Core
Reference-Dino Esposito 2006

Build your expertise as you move beyond the
basics--and delve into the core topics of
programming with ASP.NET 2.0. Useful to
both experienced developers and those
developing new skills, this ultimate
reference is packed with expert guidance,
hands-on programming instruction, and
practical examples to help you advance your
mastery of developing applications for the
Web. Discover how to: Author rich, visually
consistent pages and manage layout with
themes and Master pages Create
personalized pages that persist user
preferences Retrieve, modify, and manage
data with Microsoft ADO.NET Configure the
HTTP pipeline to serve ASP.NET 2.0 pages
Control program flow by tracing and
handling exceptions Design caching layers
and learn state management techniques to
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optimize application performance Manage
users with membership control, registration,
and authentication capabilities Build realworld data access layers using common
design patterns Use custom collections with
data source controls Learn the internals of
grid controls PLUS--Get code samples on the
Web
Practical Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET-Ying Bai 2012-05-09

Practical Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET The most up-to-date Visual
Basic.NET programming textbook—covering
both fundamentals and advanced-level
programming techniques—complete with
examples and solutions Visual Basic.NET
(VB.NET) is an object-oriented computer
programming language that can be viewed
as an evolution of the classic Visual Basic
(VB), which is implemented on the .NET
Framework. Microsoft currently supplies two
major implementations of Visual Basic:
Microsoft Visual Studio (which is commercial
software) and Microsoft Visual Studio
Express (which is free of charge). Forgoing
the large amounts of programming codes
found in most database programming books,
Practical Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET shows students and professionals
both how to develop professional and
practical database programs in a Visual
Basic.NET environment by using Visual
Studio.NET Data Tools and Wizards related
to ADO.NET 4.0, and how to apply codes
that are auto-generated by solely using
Wizards. The fully updated Second Edition:
Covers both fundamentals and advanced
database programming techniques
Introduces three popular database systems
with practical examples including MS
Access, SQL Server 2008, and Oracle
Features more than fifty sample projects
with detailed illustrations and explanations
to help students understand key techniques
and programming technologies Includes
downloadable programming codes and
exercise questions This book provides
undergraduate and graduate students as
well as database programmers and software
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

engineers with the necessary tools to handle
the database programming issues in the
Visual Studio.NET environment.
C++ for Programmers-Paul Deitel 2009-01-23

PRACTICAL, EXAMPLE-RICH COVERAGE
OF: Classes, Objects, Encapsulation,
Inheritance, Polymorphism Integrated OOP
Case Studies: Time, GradeBook, Employee
Industrial-Strength, 95-Page OOD/UML® 2
ATM Case Study Standard Template Library
(STL): Containers, Iterators and Algorithms
I/O, Types, Control Statements, Functions
Arrays, Vectors, Pointers, References String
Class, C-Style Strings Operator Overloading,
Templates Exception Handling, Files Bit and
Character Manipulation Boost Libraries and
the Future of C++ GNU™ and Visual C++®
Debuggers And more… VISIT
WWW.DEITEL.COM For information on
Deitel® Dive-Into® Series corporate
training courses offered at customer sites
worldwide (or write to deitel@deitel.com)
Download code examples Check out the
growing list of programming, Web 2.0 and
software-related Resource Centers To
receive updates for this book, subscribe to
the free DEITEL® BUZZ ONLINE e-mail
newsletter at
www.deitel.com/newsletter/subscribe.html
Read archived issues of the DEITEL® BUZZ
ONLINE The professional programmer’s
DEITEL® guide to C++ and object-oriented
application development Written for
programmers with a background in highlevel language programming, this book
applies the Deitel signature live-code
approach to teaching programming and
explores the C++ language and C++
Standard Libraries in depth. The book
presents the concepts in the context of fully
tested programs, complete with syntax
shading, code highlighting, code
walkthroughs and program outputs. The
book features 240 C++ applications with
over 15,000 lines of proven C++ code, and
hundreds of tips that will help you build
robust applications. Start with an
introduction to C++ using an early classes
and objects approach, then rapidly move on
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to more advanced topics, including
templates, exception handling, the Standard
Template Library (STL) and selected
features from the Boost libraries. You’ll
enjoy the Deitels’ classic treatment of objectoriented programming and the OOD/UML®
2 ATM case study, including a complete C++
implementation. When you’re finished, you’ll
have everything you need to build objectoriented C++ applications. The DEITEL®
Developer Series is designed for practicing
programmers. The series presents focused
treatments of emerging technologies,
including C++, .NET, Java™, web services,
Internet and web development and more.
PRE-PUBLICATION REVIEWER
TESTIMONIALS “An excellent ‘objects first’
coverage of C++. The example-driven
presentation is enriched by the optional
UML case study that contextualizes the
material in an ongoing software engineering
project.” –Gavin Osborne, Saskatchewan
Institute of Applied Science and Technology
“Introducing the UML early on is a great
idea.” –Raymond Stephenson, Microsoft
“Good use of diagrams, especially of the
activation call stack and recursive
functions.” –Amar Raheja, California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona “Terrific
discussion of pointers–probably the best I
have seen.” –Anne B. Horton, Lockheed
Martin “Great coverage of polymorphism
and how the compiler implements
polymorphism ‘under the hood.’” –Ed JamesBeckham, Borland “The Boost/C++0x
chapter will get you up and running quickly
with the memory management and regular
expression libraries, plus whet your appetite
for new C++ features being standardized.”
–Ed Brey, Kohler Co. “Excellent introduction
to the Standard Template Library (STL). The
best book on C++ programming!” –Richard
Albright, Goldey-Beacom College “Just when
you think you are focused on learning one
topic, suddenly you discover you’ve learned
more than you expected.” –Chad Willwerth,
University of Washington, Tacoma “The most
thorough C++ treatment I’ve seen. Replete
with real-world case studies covering the full
software development lifecycle. Code
examples are extraordinary!” –Terrell Hull,
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

Logicalis Integration Solutions/
Parallel Programming with Microsoft.NETColin Campbell 2010

The CPU meter shows the problem. One core
is running at 100 percent, but all the other
cores are idle. Your application is CPUbound, but you are using only a fraction of
the computing power of your multicore
system. What next? The answer, in a
nutshell, is parallel programming. Where
you once would have written the kind of
sequential code that is familiar to all
programmers, you now find that this no
longer meets your performance goals. To use
your system's CPU resources efficiently, you
need to split your application into pieces
that can run at the same time. This is easier
said than done. Parallel programming has a
reputation for being the domain of experts
and a minefield of subtle, hard-to-reproduce
software defects. Everyone seems to have a
favorite story about a parallel program that
did not behave as expected because of a
mysterious bug. These stories should inspire
a healthy respect for the difficulty of the
problems you face in writing your own
parallel programs. Fortunately, help has
arrived. Microsoft Visual Studio® 2010
introduces a new programming model for
parallelism that significantly simplifies the
job. Behind the scenes are supporting
libraries with sophisticated algorithms that
dynamically distribute computations on
multicore architectures. Proven design
patterns are another source of help. A Guide
to Parallel Programming introduces you to
the most important and frequently used
patterns of parallel programming and gives
executable code samples for them, using the
Task Parallel Library (TPL) and Parallel
LINQ (PLINQ).
SQL Server Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET-Ying Bai 2020-06-01

A guide to the practical issues and
applications in database programming with
updated Visual Basic.NET SQL Server
Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET offers a guide to the fundamental
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knowledge and practical techniques for the
design and creation of professional database
programs that can be used for real-world
commercial and industrial applications. The
author—a noted expert on the topic—uses
the most current version of Visual
Basic.NET, Visual Basic.NET 2017 with
Visual Studio.NET 2017. In addition, he
introduces the updated SQL Server database
and Microsoft SQL Server 2017 Express. All
sample program projects can be run in the
most updated version, Visual Basic.NET
2019 with Visual Studio.NET 2019. Written
in an accessible, down-to-earth style, the
author explains how to build a sample
database using the SQL Server management
system and Microsoft SQL Server
Management Studio 2018. The latest version
of ASP.NET, ASP.NET 4.7, is also discussed
to provide the most up-to-date Web database
programming technologies. This important
book: Offers illustrative practical examples
and detailed descriptions to aid in
comprehension of the material presented
Includes both fundamental and advanced
database programming techniques
Integrates images into associated database
tables using a DevExpress UI tools WindowsUI Written for graduate and senior
undergraduate students studying database
implementations and programming courses,
SQL Server Database Programming with
Visual Basic.NET shows how to develop
professional and practical database
programs in Visual Basic.NET 2017/Visual
Basic.NET 2019.
Real-World Functional Programming-Tomas
Petricek 2009-11-30

Functional programming languages like F#,
Erlang, and Scala are attractingattention as
an efficient way to handle the new
requirements for programmingmultiprocessor and high-availability applications.
Microsoft's new F# is a truefunctional
language and C# uses functional language
features for LINQ andother recent advances.
Real-World Functional Programming is a
unique tutorial that explores thefunctional
programming model through the F# and C#
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

languages. The clearlypresented ideas and
examples teach readers how functional
programming differsfrom other approaches.
It explains how ideas look in F#-a
functionallanguage-as well as how they can
be successfully used to solve
programmingproblems in C#. Readers build
on what they know about .NET and learn
wherea functional approach makes the most
sense and how to apply it effectively inthose
cases. The reader should have a good
working knowledge of C#. No prior
exposure toF# or functional programming is
required. Purchase of the print book comes
with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle
eBook from Manning. Also available is all
code from the book.
Programming C# 8.0-Ian Griffiths 2019-11-26

C# is undeniably one of the most versatile
programming languages available to
engineers today. With this comprehensive
guide, you’ll learn just how powerful the
combination of C# and .NET can be. Author
Ian Griffiths guides you through C# 8.0
fundamentals and techniques for building
cloud, web, and desktop applications.
Designed for experienced programmers, this
book provides many code examples to help
you work with the nuts and bolts of C#, such
as generics, LINQ, and asynchronous
programming features. You’ll get up to
speed on .NET Core and the latest C# 8.0
additions, including asynchronous streams,
nullable references, pattern matching,
default interface implementation, ranges and
new indexing syntax, and changes in the
.NET tool chain. Discover how C# supports
fundamental coding features, such as
classes, other custom types, collections, and
error handling Learn how to write highperformance memory-efficient code with
.NET Core’s Span and Memory types Query
and process diverse data sources, such as inmemory object models, databases, data
streams, and XML documents with LINQ Use
.NET’s multithreading features to exploit
your computer’s parallel processing
capabilities Learn how asynchronous
language features can help improve
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application responsiveness and scalability
C# 3.0 Unleashed-Joseph Mayo 2008-07-23

Whether you need an approachable on-ramp
to .NET or you want to enhance your skills,
C# 3.0 Unleashed is a comprehensive, indepth guide to the solutions you seek. You’ll
learn to do more with the new tools that are
available, including Visual Studio 2008 and
the .NET Framework Class Libraries.
Throughout this book, you’ll get a practical
look at what can be the most useful tools for
any given task. You’ll also learn common
traps to avoid and learn insightful tips that
will save you time and help you be more
productive. C# 3.0 Unleashed contains
complete coverage of the C# programming
language. The author covers all the essential
syntax, but keeps the focus on practical
application. The chapters are arranged to
take you step-by-step from the core of the
C# language to elements of the .NET
Framework, and further into advanced
concepts on distributed n-tier Internet
applications. Additionally, C# 3.0 Unleashed
shows you how to debug, monitor, and scale
enterprise applications, enabling you to use
the C# programming language to ship the
right code at the right time. What’s included
in this book: A complete reference for C#
syntax, object oriented programming, and
component programming with C#
Comprehensive data coverage through
ADO.NET and LINQ An introduction to UI
technologies, including Windows Forms,
WPF, ASP.NET Ajax, and Silverlight
Coverage of traditional ASMX and WCF Web
Services Coverage of multiple .NET
technologies, including networking,
instrumentation, interop, and multithreading In-depth discussion of platform
concepts including CLR, Garbage Collection,
Type System, Assemblies, and Code Access
Security Guidance on design and
architecture for a big-picture view and
essential help in piecing together all you’ve
learned
Programming Microsoft Office 365 (includes
Current Book Service)-Paolo Pialorsi
2016-08-30
programming-microsoft-linq-in-net-framework-4-developer-reference

Leverage Office 365 data and services in
powerful custom solutions Learn how to
develop custom solutions that access and
interact with Office 365 data from your own
apps on practically any mobile, web, or
desktop platform. Paolo Pialorsi offers
practical, code-rich coverage of every key
aspect of Office 365 development, walking
you through building a complete start-tofinish solution. You’ll learn how to use the
new Microsoft Graph API to integrate users’
mail, calendars, contacts, groups, files,
folders, and more. Leveraging Microsoft
APIs at the REST level, you’ll discover how
to create Office 365 solutions for Windows
Universal, iOS, or Android devices and
target nearly any other modern platform.
Top Microsoft developer Paolo Pialorsi
shows you how to Understand the Office 365
ecosystem from functional and developer
perspectives Set up your Office 365
development environment Develop Office
365 applications, Office Add-ins, and
SharePoint Add-ins Invoke Microsoft Graph
API endpoints from any platform via bare
HTTP requests Authenticate users against
online tenants with Microsoft Azure Active
Directory Use Mail services to manage
Microsoft Exchange Online mailboxes
Browse, create, update, and manage Office
365 Groups Use File services to consume
and manage files on Microsoft OneDrive for
Business Make the most of the Microsoft
Graph SDK for .NET Manage common tasks
via the SharePoint REST API Create and
publish Office 365 applications and add-ins
In addition, this book is part of the Current
Book Service from Microsoft Press. Books in
this program will receive periodic updates to
address significant software changes for 12
to 18 months following the original
publication date via a free Web Edition.
Learn more at
https://www.microsoftpressstore.com/cbs.
C# 6.0 Cookbook-Jay Hilyard 2015-09-29

Completely updated for C# 6.0, the new
edition of this bestseller offers more than
150 code recipes to common and not-socommon problems that C# programmers
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face every day. More than a third of the
recipes have been rewritten to take
advantage of new C# 6.0 features. If you
prefer solutions to general C# language
instruction and quick answers to theory, this
is your book.C# 6.0 Cookbook offers new
recipes for asynchronous methods, dynamic
objects, enhanced error handling, the Rosyln
compiler, and more. Here are some of topics
covered: Classes and generics Collections,
enumerators, and iterators Data types LINQ
and Lambda expressions Exception handling
Reflection and dynamic programming
Regular expressions Filesystem interactions
Networking and the Web XML usage
Threading, Synchronization, and
Concurrency Each recipe in the book
includes tested code that you can download
from oreilly.com and reuse in your own
applications, and each one includes a
detailed discussion of how and why the
underlying technology works. You don't have
to be an experienced C# or .NET developer
to use C# 6.0 Cookbook. You just have to be
someone who wants to solve a problem now,
without having to learn all the related theory
first.
Design Patterns-Erich Gamma 1995

A catalog of solutions to commonly occurring
design problems, presenting 23 patterns that
allow designers to create flexible and
reusable designs for object-oriented
software. Describes the circumstances in
which each pattern is applicable, and
discusses the consequences and trade-offs of
using the pattern within a larger design.
Patterns are compiled from real systems,
and include code for implementation in
object-oriented programming languages like
C++ and Smalltalk. Includes a bibliography.
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LINQ Pocket Reference-Joseph Albahari
2008-02-26

This guide has the detail needed to grasp
Microsoft's new querying technology, and
concise explanations to help users learn it
quickly. For those already applying LINQ,
the book serves as an on-the-job reference.
Build Windows 8 Apps with Microsoft Visual C#
and Visual Basic Step by Step-Luca Regnicoli
2013-02-15

Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to
building Windows 8 apps with .NET Teach
yourself how to build Windows 8
applications using Microsoft .NET
Framework 4.5 with Microsoft Visual C#
2012 or Visual Basic 2012—one step at a
time. Ideal for those with intermediate to
advanced .NET development skills, this
tutorial provides practical, learn-by-doing
exercises for creating apps that easily adapt
to different screen sizes—including desktop
and laptop computers, tablets, and slates.
C# examples are presented in the text;
Visual Basic code examples are available
online only. Discover how to: Build apps
using Windows 8 design guidelines Explore
the Windows 8 application architecture
Apply tools and libraries from Visual Studio
and the Windows 8 SDK Use XAML to create
touch-optimized user interfaces Create apps
that make use of device sensors Manage the
Windows 8 application lifecycle Prepare your
app for the Windows Store
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